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GENERIC SUBMANIFOLDS OF A QUATERNIONIC PROJECTIVE SPACE 

WITH COMMUTATIVE SECOND FUNDAMENTAL FORMS 

By ]in Suk Pah 

A submanifold M of a quaternionic projective space QP'" of real dimension 

tm is called a generic sαbηIaηifold if the normal space N p(M) of M at P is 

always mapped into the tangent space T p(M) at P under the action 01 the 

quaternionic Kaehlerian structure tensors of the ambient manifold at the same 

time (Cf. Y. Shibuya [8]). Any real hypersuface of a quaternionic projectiγe 

space is a generic submanifold. 

In 1970, Lawson [4] determined rcal hypersurfaces of QP'" by using the method 

01' Riemannian fibre bundles which are compatible with the Hopf-fibration 
4m+ 3 ’~I .... 4m+ 3 

S"'''T ~(l)→QP'''， where S"'''' ~ (1) denotes the unit sphere of dimension 4m + 3. 

Recently Shibuya [8] developed the method of Lawson in the case 01 generic 

submanifolds immersed in QP’n By using thc same method the present author 

[6] , [7] and Kang [7] have studied the lollowing thcorems 

THEOREM A. (see [7]). Let M be an n-dimensional conzplete, generic sμ bm 

anilold 01 a quaterm'onic projectiνe space QP C ' +끼 /1\ μμh flat normal coκnection. 

If (2. 1) appeared in !ì 2 are ναlid at each point of M and if the mean curνatκre 

veclor def;μ.zed 01 1ν ís paralle! i깅 the 1l0rmal l'uη검 e, Ihen M is of tl，κ 10r112 

π(SÞ'(r，)x … xSPN(rN )) , 

P" PN트 1. Pi= 4Ii+3 (li: non-negatiνe integer) , ε κ=n+3， :L: 션= 1. N 
"ι+3 =p+ 1. where π denote the natnral projection of SV"T ~(l) 0ηto Qp lJl whích is 

defined by the Hopf-fibration 

THEOREM B. (see [5]) . Let M be a conzplete real hypersurface of QP’" [f 

(2. 1)) appeared in 92 are valid al eacι poinl of M , then M is of the f orm 
4ρ+3 ， _ "， .... 4q+ 3 π(S'P' ~(a)X S~T~(b)) 

2 . 72 for soη，e portion (p , q) of m -1 and so",e a, b sχclt thal a- +b-=l 

Dedicated to Professor Sang-Seup Eum On his 60th bi rthda~; 
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For a generic submanifold M of a quaternionic projective space. it is easily 

seen from the equation (1.13) of Ricci that there is no relationship between the 
fla:tness of the normal connection of M and the commutativity of the second 

fundamental forms. 

ln the present paper we study generic subman ifolds of quaternionic projective 

sp:1ces with commutative second fundamental forms and determine such subm

an ifolds by using ’fheorem B (see Theorem 4) . 

Manifolds. submanifolds. geometric objects and mappings we dicuss in this 

paper will be assumed to be differentiable and of c1ass C∞. 

1. Generic submanifolds of a quaternionic Kaehlerian manifold 

Let M be an (n十p)-dimensional quaternionic Kaehlerian manifold covered 

by a system of coordinate neighborh∞ds 따 y' ) (here and in the seq uel the 

indices h. i . j. k. 1. s run over the range {1. 2. η+ p}. Then. by definition 

there exists a 3-dimensional vectOr bundle V consisting of tensors of type (1.0 
over M satisfying the foIIowing conditions (1). (2) and (3) : 

(1) ln any c∞rdinate neighborhood U, there is a local base {F, G, HJ of V 

such that 

(1. 1) 까치 δ;， G감= 끼， H;H?= -a;. 
G’H‘=-H~앙=F~ ’ F’앙= -CtFh= H l, H ’ F5 = -FJHh= G!, 

h~~j ~~ h~j'" j' ... h ..... j ""'h'" j ...... 
i' 

..... h ... j- ... ,. ...... j-"j 

where F;, G; and H; denote the local components of F , G and H in σ res야
ctively. 

(2) There is a Riemannian metric ten잉r g ji such that 

( 1. 2) F ji = - F ij, Gji= -Gij, H ji= - H ;jo 

、따rc Fji = g찌， Gl,=glhG? and Hlj = glkH? 

(3) For 따 operator 끼 of the covariant diffe ren따tion w뻐 respect to the 

Riemannian connection 

(1 . 3) 끼F?=ηGf qlH?, 

ílj피=η타+PjH;. 

V1H?=%쉰-κG: 

where ρ=p;áy’ . q=q,4y.’ a nd r=ηáy' are certain local l-forms defined in V. 
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Such a local base {F, G, F.l) is called a canonical base of the bundle V in U 

(see Ishibara [1] etι ). 
Let M be an n-dimensional submanifold immersed in M. Then M is covered 

by a system of coordinate neighborhoods [U; ",.), u=iJnM (here and in the 

g져uel the indices a, b. c, d, e ... run over the range (1, 2, 찌 ). Let M 

be represented by y’ =y’(,,") with respect to local coordinates (y') in iJ and (",") 

in U. 、I{e put 

B;=8。y’ (íJ.=íJ/íJ",") 

and denote by N: p mutually orth앵unal unit vectors normal to M (here and 

in tlle seq uel the indices "'. y. ζ V. W … run over the range 써+1， …, π+에 ). 

Putting 

gM=g)tBZB;, gyx=gllN;N;, 

they are the induced metric tensors of M and of the normal bundle respectively. 

If the transforms by F. G and H of any vector normal to M are always 

tangent to M at the same time. then the submanifold M is called a generic 

submanifold (않e Shibuya [8] etc.). ln such case. since the ranks of F. G and 

H are aJI ι+P. we have n르3p. 

For a generic submanifold M of 자. we can put in each c∞rdinate neighbor 
hood U 

(1.4) 

F;B:=#:B;+엄N;. F;N:= -#:B;. 

G;B:=쩍B;+띤N;， G;N:= -찍혀， 
h δ .... :s .... 1 ..... f .... 1c .... a~ 

HhBa=6aBb+ 8aN;. H;N:= -6a; 

As a consequence of (1.2). we have from (1.4) 

(1. 5) 
ø .. =-ø .. ’ 1fT •• = -1fT... IJ •• = -IJ .. 

øas=øsa. 1p' (U = 1Jf m" 8(U = 8:stJ, 

where we have put ø .. =갱g~a' øax=성gyr eκ. 

Applying F. G. H to (1 . 4) and using (1.1) and those equations. it follows 
that 

ø;ø:= -δ;+갱#:. ψ:쩍=δ;+띤띄， 0%;= -갱+갱+영야， 

1'1:",;=0. ψZ떤=0. 야e;=o. 
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ψ:￠;= -6Z-」￠;껴. 6:쩍=갱+찍야， 야8:= -픽+언야-

( 1. 6) 썩픽=영+ψ행， 얀6;=￠Z+8;찍， 6%:=꺼+ø행， 

6;야= -띤， 따야= -ø:. ø:'찍=야. 

ø:e;=따， 6:띤=ø:. ψ:￠:=6:， 

ø:쩍=0. 펴영=0. ()월=0. ø짧=쉰， ψt쩍=선. 8:~=õ~. 

We denote by 와 the φerator of the covariant differentiation with respect to 

the Riema nnian connection induced 00 M from the connection of 까 Then the 

eq ua디ons of Gauss and Weingarten are given by 

(1 . 7) \l .B’=h._%N’. \l，N’ = -ι %B~ /1""--0 - ,rba 

respcctively, where h ba% a re components of the second fundamental tensor with 

respect to the unit normal vector N: and h6a%=Jzð/ gC잦，，' 

Applying the operator í1,= B;í1i to (1 . 4) and using (1. 3) and (1.7). ψe can 

see that 

?cd3= rcψ; - qc떠+ lz%; - hZc#:, 

(1.8) í1，ψ;= {7c갱十P，영÷ι"ψ;-h:av;’ ‘ 

γco;=qc엉 P，ψ;+}때; ltLo;, 

'Vcø~= rcψ; qc6: -야c@， 

( 1. 9) í1，ψ;= rc￠;+Pc6; h행a' 
?p:=Qc상- Pd띤-hZ0% 

cl W) h;，야=hL%， hZe한=서cψ:. hZe영= 11킬6:. 

”’hcrc. ÞC=Þ1B:. qc=q:，한 and '，=1'，학. 

lf thc ambient manifold 값 is a quaternionic Kachlerian man ifold 、\7 ith cons 

tant Q-sectional cunrature c, then K kji 
11 thc componcnts of the curvature tensor 

of M arc of Lhc form 

K kji" =송(야혀 -치glk+F;Flj{꺼’FU -2F'j차+d.Gji 

-G~Gki-2G셔G?→H:H1， -HtHkl-2H”Hf) ， 
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whcre c is neccssarily a constant. provided 1~+ p르S (see Ishihara [1]). Thus 

the structu re equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci a re given respectively by 
’ a _a .a . . 0 •• a ~_a 

(1. 11) K d'; =숭(δ;g'b-δ;gdb +1>;1>,b -ø;øbd -2"'d패+ 1fF;1fF,b 씩% 

-21ft d;ψ~ +O;fJd -Ð~Odb -2fJdCP엉+hdJIlJ lιιt%cαa낀'h‘dJ6Jx 

(1ι1.μ.1찌잉 ?η，!， ,,,/ - V b아hc;=닉송숭(싸@야:øha -얘ø~，싫d야t@a-→2껴if>ó여야:+ψ한zψba ‘띤F때zψ싼，. 

-2ψcF:-o:야'a -Ð~Ðca -2fJclJe:) , 

( 1. 13) K싸=송(1):1>;y 챔" +따ψb， 낀'1JfCY +O;Ol;y - 띠(}，，) 

...:... h x/j

‘ 
C _ h ' h e 

r;e uy ιl: -J 

where KdcZ and Kchyx denote mmponents O[ 따 curvature tensors determ ined 

by the induced metric gb. and i!yx in M and in thc normal bundlc of M rcspe 

ctively. 

2. Some properties concerning with commutativÌty of the second fundamental 

forms 

Let M be an u.dimensional gcneric submanifold of an (u+ p)-dimensional 

quaternionic Kachlerian manifold with constant Q-sectional CU fYature c (n+ p 
르8) 、，vhich satisfies 

(2.1) hb;쟁+11냥야==0， μψa+haex띤=0. h;，쩍+%exo;=o 

a t every point of M. For a real hypersurface. dcnoting by "'0=1싸ion (2. 1) reduces to 

(2. 1) 까cø: + hat!Ø~==O， llbt!팩+ hea?P":=O. I1싸야+ha갱=0. 

From nOw on we assume that M has commutative second fundamental fOrrns. 

that is. 

(2. 2) hceXI“; =hbZKJ 

a re valid at every point of 1\1. 

We t때svect the first eq ua tion of (2. 1) with 엄. Then. making use 01 (1.6). 

、.\"e have 

φ;ιCZ힌=0. 

from which. transve야ing with 야， 
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(2.3) hJ행=P，;￠;， 
where here and in the sequel we put 

(2.4) Py;=haZ행3-
From the other equations 01 (2. 1) we can similarily obtain 

(2.5) %exlPt=QyZ따， "때;=RyZo;， 

where QyZ=l상썩썩 and RYZx= hbaxe썽. By the way, transvecting the second 

equation 01 (2. 1) wìth 갱. we get 

Py;￠:￠; -ha2%=o, 

、이lich and (2.5) yield 

(Pyr Ryr)영=0 

and consequently 

nd m 
앓
 

n 

x 
z 

a 
y 

C 
캔
 % 

z y 
P 

뼈
 

r 

빼
 

뼈
 

0· e m vJ ’hu 

없
 

u
μ
 (2.6) P .. _X=Q .. ~X=R ..• X. yz Wy:l yz 

We nOw apply the operator "1, to (2.3) and take the skew-symmetric part 01 

the equation thus obtained. Then it follows that 

CV，hμ-VbhcZ)j+hbZVc갱-hJvb쟁= ("1，Py:)엉-(?bPJ)￠:+PJ(얘~-Vb야)， 
from which, substituting (1. 9) and (1.12) , we have 

(2.7) 웅( -2Ø" 영+따Oby-썩8cy-6짜6y + Ð때，)+h강cej424cJKJ쟁 

= ("1,P yz')엉-("1，Py:)야+Pyz:r c -hc껴e+h&z야). 

Transve따ing (2.7) with ø~ and using (1.6) and (2. 1), we have 

PcPyJ=갱("1，Py:)야， 
from 빼ich， transvecting with 성， 

(2.8) ("1，Py;)앵=장("1，Py:)Ø짧· 

On the other hand, putting p.,,=p .. .'νg .. " it easily follows from (1.10) and the 'ZX y2 c> w;r 

definition (2.4) of P y: that P yu are symmetric with respect to all indices. Hence 

(2.8) gives 
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CV，P，w')성=(V'p ，，，，')야. 

、이1ich and (2. 7) imply 

(2. 9) 웅( -2Ø'b강÷따f)by -찍()cy -야ψby+야1J1"，꺼 γ선，/1:，야=Pjz따a야， 

where we have used the assumption that the 않cond fundamental tensors are 

commutative i. e. that (2.2) is valid at every point of M . 

We 따nsvect (2. 밍 with Ø~ and use (1 . 6) . Then we have 

잉.10) 융 (2(gdb-Ø얘씨쉰-썩1J1".y -1J1"';1J1" d,. -야8d1-영f) d) -hd:h.; 

+haZib;￠;%= -Py:A4+Py:hb;￠ZdZ . 

On the other hand. a direct computation by using (2.2) and (2.3) implies 

pj:k생';Ø;=h화;@:k앓Xd; 

=hc;￠;야ιbeIA3dze 

=ht;힌(gae+￠:￠tS)hbcw쟁 

=hc:장hb:￠; 

=h，야c:상뼈 

=ι4hbj￠% 
with the help of (1. 10). Consequently (2. 10) becomes 

(2.11) h.:챔=PJh4+충 (2(gba -행-Oza)5;-ψ힘-따%-영9Gy-6%y} 
and also 

(2.12) h4hb:=P까x+응p(n-p -2) . 

where here and in the sequel we put "'=11깅g연 P :r:::;: P y.ug"zand 안= 1，다gd. 

V\T e next prove 

LEMMA 1. Lel M be aη 1Z-dimensional generic submanilold 01 an (n + p) 

dimensio'11al quater1tiouic Kaehlerialz ’nanilold with conslanl Q~sectiottal cu.rvalure 

c(n +p르8) . IJ (2. 1) are valid 01，ιd I"e secolld J"ηdamenlal tensors are COnlmu 

lalive al each poilll oJ M. If.eμ 

(2. 13) ?tpx=?chx. 
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PROOF. Applying the operator \1, to the first cquation of (2. 1), we havc 

(V)"e ')Ø; +iI.: (1" 갱;-“my장)+(\1이or:
X

)엉+1，싸(ιc댐~-"ωy잠)=0， 
f rom which. substituting (2. 11) , 

(\1,11., ')야+ (\1/.싸)Ø;+융(12(g.， -ø월)δ;-ψZψ'y ψ:1ffby - 8:8'1 - e;eby } 성 

+ 12 (g，，-행zc)a;-얀κ-한ψay-0햄-6cx6잉 생)=0. 

Transvecting this 에uation with 얘， \ve fi nd 

- \I,hM' + ( \1 /'" 째생~ +(\1 ，11ι)øda야+(2띠d，δ;}8Zψc.y +ψ:gdy-ψ;ocy -8t%}성= 0， 

from which , contracting 、，vith respect to the indices c and d and using the 

eq uation (1. 12) of Codazzi, it can be easily verified that 

(2.14) pbt = (Pbhc:)@cyd;. 

On the other hand 

px= kc%%yc, 

from which , applying the 매erator \1. and using ( 1. G) a nd (2.3), we can obtain 

V，p'=(V，잉)Ø'Y!갱=?bi. 

3. Main theorems 

Before we state Our main results we introduce the following lemma, which 

is a direct consequence of the equation (1 . 12) of Codazzi. 

LEMMA 2. (for details see [6]). 0 1l a1l 1l.dimellsional gelleric stlb.,“anif old of 

a qαalemio1lic Kaehlerian manil old 01 dimension (n+p)르8) wit" c01lsla1lt Q 

sectioαal cun'atμre c, tlle following ineq1lalities are valid: 
.1

11
2 __ 3 ~2 

( IVAT~+C-p(，， -P → 2) . c"'óa ll 8 

Let M be an ll-dimensional generic subman ifold of an (n+ p)-dimensional qua. 

ternionic Kaehlerian manifold ‘ ith constant Q-sectional curvature c (n+p르8) . 

Suppose that at each point of M (2. 1) are valid and the second fundamental 

tensors a re commutatlve. 

Now we compute the Laplacian ÁL of the function L= lta~"영 globally defined 

on M , where D.= /'V / V,. Then we have by definition 

4rAL=gdc(Pd?c잉)lz?+ 1rcI상a x112~ 
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'or using (1. 12) and Ricci identity , 

「쉰L=('V，Vη，，1까까l“1<'샤x 

+엉;(Ay%-h펴;)+3띤(ιy띤-1섭ψ?+썩(h/，~ -h，~II;))썩+ ll V/lb:n2. 

with the help 01 ( 1. 8) and (1.9) , where K: denotes the local c()이mpon뼈1 

Ricc미 tensor 。아f M which is of the form 

K:=응 {(’‘ -8)영-3(Ø힘÷ψ힘+뺑)) +il파x-h&e싸.， 

because of (1. 11). 

Hence, by using ( 1. 11), (2. 1) and (2. 2) , we can ea떼y obtain 

(3. 1) 공f'.L=(V，V까)야'+송 {(’， -9)때rl~a ιrhx+3ι(행안한썩 

+야%)h영)+ιl‘Yι;kb:- (kctffP(hk카，"')+// V' 1'':11‘ 
On the other hand , a simple calculation by using (2. 11) gives the following 

identities: 

(3.2) 11씬싼e;ι:=hyPzPrt+숭 {(n-2P-4)h，P' +Ph1") , 

(3.3) (ιcZkψ(l쐐l깅)=p;P패"W+융(n-p-2)Pj{+P{웅(，， -p-잉) 2, 

Substituting (3.2) and (3. 3) into (3.1) , it f‘ollows that 

(3. 찌 감L= (V' ,V' /)h엉+승(p-1)센+옮p(ρ-1)(n-p-2)+Py:Pzli? 

-PxZPy;lazf+ {[|?ckJ112-흉c2p(%-p-2)}· 

Moreover, by means of (2. 1), (2.4) and (2.11) , it is easily verified that 

p;PJlfIf=k4￠:0:%화쟁$ihω 

=h，;h.:(</>생“+ g'a)rþ;rþ~h'hW 

=hkxh;x야dZIlZhiO 

=(Pxhb;÷융{양(g'd -행;'d) -2ψ웹-211~O，d)XØ짧1z，Z 1z，w 

=PxPz; lff. 

Consequently substituting this equation into (3. 4) yields 

( 3, 5) ~ f'.L =(V'，V'.I/)ha:+송(p-싸f÷(f)%(P- l)(t-p-2) 
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+ (11"，'냥 1 12_흉c2pOz p 2)} 

Thus we have 

THEOREM 3. Let M be an η dimenst'‘onal geηerzc sμbmanilold 01 an (n+ p)

dimensiorta! quaternionic Kaehlerian manifold (n + p르8) ，νith constaηI Q-sectioη al 

curvature c (르0). Suþþose that Ihe mean curvalμre vector 01 M is parallel Ùt 

the normal bundle and the second fundamental tensors are C01J시mutαtive. 11 the 

eqμation (2. 1) are valid at each poinl 01 M. then the at’tbiC1‘t manilold is a 

Euclideα11 sþαce or the subηJaχilold M is a real hppersurlace. 

PROOF. If the mean curvature vectar H1 = hxN: is paral1el in the normal 

bundle. then \1,,,'=0. and consequently the lunction L is constant because of 

(2.11) and Lemma 1. Thus. Lemma 2 and (3.5) imply 

c(p- l)(n 一 p-2)=O

because c르 o. Since n르3p. μ -p-2르2(p-l) and consequently 
σ 

c(p- 1) -=O 

Hence \\re have c=O or P= l. 

Combining Theorem B and Theorem 3, we have 

THEOREM 4. Let M be an n .dimensioηal complele. ge1leric suõmanilold 01 a 
(’‘ -r p) /4 quatcrtziollìc þrojectiνe sþace QP v

" >,/ i Suppose tftι the mean curνature vector 

01 M is parallel in the normal bundle and that the secoη I Iz‘’ιdamcntal lensors 

are com…ιtαtive. J 1 Ihe eqιatioll (2. 1) are valid cl wch þoint 01 M. then the 

submamjold ιM ls a real hypersαrlace and is 01 Ihe lorm 
45 +3... . .... <11 4+3 

π(S"" ' ~(rl) x S' '' ' ~(r2)) 

lor some portioll (s. t) 01 m-l (，μ =n+ 1) and some r1' '2 such that 션+갖=1. 

REMARK. When the ambiem manifold is a Euclidean space. such submani

folds are determined by Ki and the present author in their paper [31. 

Kyungpook Uniuevsity 
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